
▪ Worldwide investment in renewable was US$353.9bn in 2019. With R&D and PE deals, 

investment in renewable energy capacity was US$282bil. 

▪ Wind and solar was responsible for US$138.2bn with 180GW of new capacity added 

throughout 2019. 

▪ China was the largest investor in renewable energy at US$83.4bil in 2019. Currently, 

the share of renewable energy in the whole energy mix for China still low, with new 

energy goals for climate change by 2030. 

▪ In comparison US saw a 28% increase in renewable investment in 2019, totaling 

US$55.5bn, largely due to wind and solar developers looking to take advantage of 

federal tax credits. 

▪ Over the past decade, more than US$2.5tril in investments resulted in renewable 

capacity increasing by more than 400%. As a result, this means renewable energy 

now accounts for one third of the total installed electricity capacity around the world. 

▪ The Biden Plan will ensure: 

o US achieves a 100% clean energy economy and reaches net-zero emission 

no later than 2050. 

o Rally the rest of the world to meet the threat of climate change. 

Worldwide Renewable Investments are heating up… led by China and U.S   
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Australia’s Renewable Energy Potential  

Australia’s renewable energy transformation is akin to the early LNG exports in the 80s 

LNG exports over the past three decades 

▪ Australia exports over $50bn of LNG a year and is vying with Qatar as the world’s largest 

exporter of LNG, accounting for more than 20% share of global exports. 

▪ In order to arrive at Australia’s current predicament, this took decades of vision, 

learnings along with industry and government support to leverage relationships between 

importers and exporters.  

▪ Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967 → 1984 first domestic gas delivery to WA 

→ 1989 first export of LNG from Australia → 2000 QLD Government announces 

13% Gas Scheme ($1bn) of coal seam gas for seven years.  

Growth of Australian wind and solar capacity  

▪ Following Australia’s LNG transformation, Australia can also build a world-class 

renewable electricity experience. 

▪ Between 18’ to 20’, Australia installed 16 GW of wind and solar. This is four times the rate 

in Europe, Japan, the US or China and broadly, ten times the world average. With the 

Australian Government providing supportive policy to enable this volume of investments. 

*Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy  
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Infrastructure Australia Priority List 2021 (High Priority Initiatives) 

National Electricity Market 
Dispatchable energy storage for firming capacity   Problem

▪ The National Electricity Market (NEM) will require significant 

investments in energy storage to support growing renewable 

energy generation and the retirement of future coal-fired 

generators. 

▪ Battery storage can absorb energy in off-peak periods and 

release it when it is most needed to secure stability of the 

NEM. 

▪ The AEMO (Australia Energy Market Operator) has released 

the 2020 Integrated System Plan (ISP) which forecasts 6-19 

GW of storage required by 2040. 

Proposed Initiatives 

▪ Distribute batteries 

▪ Large-scale battery energy storage systems 

▪ Utility-scale pumped hydro

▪ It is likely that a diverse mix of technologies will be required to 

support the NEM 

*Infrastructure Australia Priority List 2021 



Infrastructure Australia Priority List 2021 (High Priority Initiatives) 

National Electricity Market 
Renewable Energy Zone Expansions Problem

▪ Following the previous slide on the importance of battery 

storage, the NEM will require significant new grid-scale 

renewable energy generators to replace retiring thermal 

generation facilities. 

▪ Following the ISP forecasts, Renewable Energy Zones (REZs) will 

be areas with high-quality renewable energy resources, which 

are suitable for large-scale generation. 

▪ The 2019 Australian Infrastructure Audit found that investments 

in REZs will lead to lower wholesale and network costs for users 

over time. 

▪ Co-locating this investment means that the same transmission 

infrastructure can be used to reduce the overall amount of 

network investment needed. 

Proposed Initiatives 

▪ Expansion of existing or new REZs across the NEM, which 

could include new large-scale wind, solar and hydro. 

▪ For the 2020 ISP, AEMO has identified 35 candidates REZs by 

considering a mix of resources, current future transmission 

network capacities and cost.  

▪ In 2020, various state governments have announced plans to 

establish 14 new REZs (five in NSW, six in Victoria and three in 

QLD). 

*Infrastructure Australia Priority List 2021 



Australia’s Renewable Energy Potential  

National Electricity Market 
Future Connectivity and Reliability Opportunity

▪ The NEM is undergoing a once-in-a-lifetime transition from 

thermal generation to intermittent renewables. 

▪ To ensure an orderly and cost-efficient transition, the 

transmission grid will need augmentation to balance generation 

resources and connect REZs (see Risks and Mitigation slide). 

▪ During the transition, the NEM will need to deliver greater 

volumes of generated and stored energy to meet changing 

patterns of consumer demand, balance intermittency and 

system reliability.   

Proposed Initiatives 

▪ New and increased transfer capacity between regions, such as 

between QLD and NSW, NSW and SA and TAS and VIC. 

▪ Network access to energy storage locations 

▪ Network access to renewable energy sources  

▪ Tasmania Government’s Second Bass Strait Interconnector 

Project (Marinus Link), previously long-term initiative, now 

considered urgent. 

*Infrastructure Australia Priority List 2021 



Renewable Technology Profiles (Solar)  

Despite Australia’s position as world leader in rooftop solar, the industry is 

showing no signs of slowing down. In another record year for rooftop solar, 

2019 saw 2.2 GW of new capacity installed across Australia. 

Household and Commercial 

Systems Up to 100KW  

▪ Despite current rooftop solar 

boasting more than 10 GW of 

capacity, Clean Energy Finance 

research estimated that 

Australia’s total rooftop solar 

potential is 179 GW with an 

annual output of 245 TWh 

(Supply >Demand) 

▪ Around half of the solar 

potential lies in residential zones, 

followed by primary and rural 

production zones (34 GW) and 

commercial and industrial zones 

(26 GW).  

Medium Scale: Systems between 

100 KW and 5MW 

2019 was a record year for the medium-scale solar sector, with more 

than 162 MW of new capacity added throughout the year.   

After announcing its arrival in 2018 as a serious player in the 

Australian Renewable Energy Sector, large-scale solar 

continued its upward trajectory in 2019. 

Large Scale: Systems larger than 

5MW  

▪ Medium-scale solar’s was responsible for 1.3% of 

Australia’s total renewable generation in 2019. 

▪ Versatile projects are prioritized. Such as Goodman’s 

Oakdale Industrial Estate, which will have the ability to 

switch from providing behind-the-meter electricity to 

tenants to acting as an independent, market registered 

power station supplying power to the grid. 

▪ South Australia will be home to one of Australia’s largest 

rooftop solar arrays, with a 2.34 MW system under 

construction at the end of 2019. Tenants includes SIMEC 

Energy Australia and Tesla.  

▪ Sun Cable (backed by Mike 

Cannon Brookes and Andrew 

Forrest) is planning to build 

one of the largest solar farms 

in the world. 

▪ The project plans to supply 

Darwin with electricity and up 

to 20% of Singapore’s energy 

needs via an undersea cable. 

▪ $22bn project, 10 GW farm, 

70km SW of Elliot. 

Clean Energy Australia Report 2020



*Australian Government: Geoscience Australia 

Australia’s Hydrogen Potential  

Australia must be strategic to capture the current renewable energy opportunity to be one of the world’s great energy players. 

▪ Based on the quality of wind, solar and hydro resources alone, 

Geoscience Australia estimates about 11% of Australia (872,000 square 

kilometres) could be highly suitable for renewable hydrogen production. 

▪ The areas highlighted in green are considered the most ideal sites for 

production due to geological access to renewable electricity and water 

supplies. 

▪ Below is an infographic highlighting the water required for large-scale 

hydrogen production. It is worth highlighting, water production 

requirements vary in method and technology due to different 

electrolysis technologies having different water consumption 

requirements.  

▪ In order to produce enough hydrogen to satisfy Japan’s annual imports 

in 2030 would require less than 1% of the water now used by Australia’s 

mining industry each year (Figure 1.7). Therefore, Australia will need to 

balance hydrogen demands with other water priorities. 

*Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy  



Renewable Technology Profiles (Hydrogen)  

Hydrogen’s only by-product is water. There are no carbon emissions. But whether hydrogen is truly a zero or low-emissions fuel 

depends on how it is produced. Pure hydrogen is not found naturally on Earth and must be extracted from substances that contains

it – water mainly, coal, natural gas and biomass.  

Advance priority pilots, trials 

and demonstration projects  

Assess supply chain 

infrastructure needs 

Build demonstration scale 

hydrogen hubs 

Develop supply chains for 

prospective hydrogen hubs 

Foundations and Demonstration To 2025

Large-Scale Market Activation From 2025

Identify signals that large-scale 

hydrogen markets are 

emerging  

Scale up projects to support 

export and domestic needs 

Build Australian hydrogen 

supply chains and large-scale 

export industry infrastructure  

Build and maintain robust and 

sustainable export and 

domestic markets and supply 

chains

Enable competitive domestic 

markets with explicit public 

benefits

Clean Energy Finance Corporations 

Act 2012 (No. 104, 2012) 

CEFC Advancing Hydrogen Fund 

(AUD$300mn debt/equity financing) 

“Under a cautiously optimistic scenario. 

Australia’s hydrogen industry could grow 

to an $26 billion industry by 2050, 

generating 7,600 jobs across various 

technical and professional sectors”

Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy 

2019 Producing Clean Hydrogen  

*Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy 



Renewable Technology Profiles (Hydrogen) continued… 

Breakeven price point vs competitor fuels 

Water Inputs 

Producing 1 kg of hydrogen requires at least: 

Electrolysis 9 L 

Coal gasification 9 L 

Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) 4.5 L 

Emissions intensity of production 

Production Technology Emissions (kg CO2-e/kg 

hydrogen)

Electrolysis- Australian grid 

electricity 

40.5

Electrolysis- 100% renewable 

electricity  

0

Coal gasification, no CCS 12.7-16.8

Coal gasification + CCS (Best Case) 0.71

SMR + CCS (Best Case) 0.76

Competitor fuel service Hydrogen breakeven prices 

($/kg H2)

Drive 100km using petrol 

(retail $1.60/L) 

$13.31

Drive 100km using diesel 

(retail price $1.40/L)

$11.21

Deliver 1 GJ heat using natural gas 

(wholesale price approximately $10/GJ) 

$1.20

* CCS= Carbon Capture Storage 

Global momentum for clean hydrogen is slowly picking up … 

▪ Three of Australia’s top four trading partners – Japan, China and Korea have already made clear commitments to 

use clean hydrogen to decarbonize their energy systems. 

▪ Similarly, clean hydrogen is also gaining interest in Europe, especially in transport (trains and vehicles). 

▪ Globally, industry such as shipping, steel making, and chemical productions see hydrogen as a viable alternative 

away from a reliance on fossil fuels.  

▪ Over the past decade, the cost of electricity generation from wind has reduced by about 70%, and from solar PV by 

about 80%. The cost to make a hydrogen fuel cell has fallen by about 60% since 06’, with another 30% drop by 25’. 

As cost of storage fall as well, hydrogen will be an increasingly competitive alternative. 

*Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy  



Renewable Technology Profiles (Battery)  

As the penetration of renewable energy increases, storage will be a crucial link between renewables and a reliable, affordable energy future.

*Hornsdale Power Reserve (South 

Australia) 

STATE PROJECT NAME PROJECT OWNER LOCALITY SIZE OF SYSTEM

QLD Wandoan South BESS Vena Energy 
Wandoan 

South 

100MW/150MWh

SA Hornsdale Power Reserve Stage 2 
Neoen (French 

Operator)
Hornsdale

50MW/64.5MWh

WA Chichester Solar Farm Alinta Energy Chichester
35MW*

SA Lake Bonney Wind Farm Battery 
Infigen Energy (Sold 

to Iberdrola- Spain) 
Millicent

25MW/52MWh

VIC Bulgana Green Power Hub 
Neoen (French 

Operator) 
Joel South 

20MW/34MWh

NT Katherine Solar Farm 
Katherine Solar Pty 

Ltd 
Cossack

6MW/3MWh

150 MW
size of the Hornsdale Power

Reserve after expansion

15
large-scale batteries under

construction at the end of 

2019

100 MW
battery proposed at the

Wandoan South Solar Farm

▪ Australian households installed 22,661 batteries in 2019, taking Australia’s household storage capacity past 1 

GWh for the first time. 

▪ South Australia’s Home Battery Scheme continue to drive battery adoption with its goal of 40,000 battery 

installations in four years. The scheme provides a subsidy of up to $6,000 towards the installation of the 

battery, which is roughly a quarter of the standard battery installation. 

▪ Victoria Government’s Solar Battery Rebate was expanded to more than 100 postcodes in 2019. Current 

target 10,000 subsidized battery systems installed via the Solar Homes Program over 10 years.  

▪ Barrier to solar ownership was the lack of consistent national standard to provide battery installers with a 

consistent set of rules to work to. 

▪ The Australian Energy Market Commission and the Australian Energy Market Operator are considering VPP 

(Virtual Power Plants) to create a two-sided energy market that will enable increased consumer participation 

(selling and buying energy in real-time).  

▪ In 2019. Neoen announced 

the size of the Hornsdale 

Power Reserve will be 

expanded by 50% to improve 

stability and power quality . 

▪ The project was supported by 

Tesla and showcases the 

added benefits of grid-scale 

batteries to the NEM. 

Clean Energy Australia Report 2020



Renewable Technology Profiles (Wind)  

Wind had its best year in 2019 and sits at the top echelon of the Australian Clean Energy ladder, accounting for more than 35% of 

renewable energy generation.  

STATE PROJECT NAME PROJECT OWNER CAPACITY (MW)   

NSW Silverton Wind Farm 
Powering Australian 

Renewables Fund 
200

QLD Mount Emerald Wind Farm RATCH 180

WA Badgingarra Renewable Facility APA Group 130

SA Willogoleche Wind Farm Engie 119

NSW Bodangora Wind Farm Infigen Energy 113

Percentage of Wind Generation by State 

SA VIC NSW WA TAS QLD

Wind Farms Commissioned in 2019 

Top Five Plants by Size  

STATE PROJECT NAME PROJECT OWNER CAPACITY (MW)   

VIC MACARTHUR 
HRL Morrison and 

Malakoff Corporation 
420

SA SNOWTOWN 2 Tilt Renewables 270

NSW SAPHHIRE Partners Group 270

VIC ARARAT RES 240

WA COLLGAR UBS 206 

Clean Energy Australia Report 2020



Individual State Renewable Policies 
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Individual State Renewable Policies  
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Risks and Mitigation 

The transmission network continues to be the single largest barrier to renewable development 

ABC News  

Reuters  

▪ AEMO (Australian Energy Market Operator) released its first Integrated System Plan (ISP) in July 18’. 

The ISP is a dynamic roadmap updated every two years for the NEM over the next 20 years. The 

roadmap targets the optimal development pathway for transmission infrastructure in the future for 

a secure and reliable energy transition (see Appendix 1A) .  

▪ AEMO recently introduced reforms intending to block some solar households from exporting to the 

centralized grid. Currently, South Australia is the state most affected by this problem, most recently 

from an event on Sunday March 14 when the AEMO required high-voltage grid owner (ElectraNet) 

to reduce output from large-scale residential solar customers. 

▪ Ultimately, this allows electricity distributors to introduce “two-way pricing” which means they could 

reward solar households for sending power to the grid when needed through higher prices, but

charge them when the grid already has enough. 

▪ For households, this means the average solar savings will be reduced by $70. Households without 

rooftop solar will see a reduction in their annual power bill amounting of about $15.  The pricing 

incentives would encourage households to shift their power usage more effectively during the day, 

to incentivize battery installations to soak up excess electricity from solar for later use. 

▪ In terms of transmission lines, Australia’s existing high-capacity transmission lines were designed to 

service centralized electricity generation from coal-fired power stations. In parts of regional 

Australia, where renewable energy has thrived, fails to have adequate transmission network. (Refer 

to slide 4). 

AFR 


